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Design solution for schedule management and task execution to enable 
autonomous coordination and synchronization for satellite constellations 
as well as explore validation options through simulation and testing
Goal
Solution
▪ Schedule Manager (SM)
▪ Library of functions to support upload and execution of schedules of constrained tasks
▪ Written in C with no external dependencies
▪ Core Flight System (cFS) Schedule Manager (CSM)
▪ cFS: Flight software framework developed at NASA with flight heritage on many missions
▪ CSM (cFS application) provides proof-of-concept of SM integrated into flight software framework
▪ Simulation using NASA’s 42 Spacecraft Simulator
▪ Testing on development boards and flight hardware
▪ Custom functional testing solution including coverage reports
See www.nsf-shrec.org for more info
Missions at SHREC
▪ NSF Center for Space, High-performance,
and Resilient Computing (SHREC)
▪ Founded in 2017
▪ Formerly NSF Center for High-performance 
Reconfigurable Computing (CHREC) (2007-2017)
▪ Comprises 4 university sites and over 
30 industry and government partners
▪ Lead university site at University of Pittsburgh
▪ Space Test Program (STP) – Houston
▪ Provides sole interface to NASA for all DoD payloads on 
International Space Station
▪ Provides economic and efficient process to enable spaceflight 
opportunities for DoD space science and technology community
▪ SHREC missions with STP
• STP-H5-CSP (CHREC Space Processor)
• STP-H6-SSIVP (Spacecraft Supercomputing for Image and Video Processing)







CSP (2017) SSIVP (2019)
CASPR (2021)
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Schedule Manager Concept Overview
▪ Features
▪ C library to create and manage internal schedule
▪ Schedule upload with .csv file, each row represents task
▪ Tasks can be:
• Processes (e.g., executables, shell commands, bash scripts)
• Functions (e.g., schedule loads, task removal)
• cFS functions (e.g., pre-built cFS commands with arguments)
• cFS SB messages (e.g., byte-specified custom cFS commands)
▪ Purpose
▪ Execute tasks safely by checking priority and constraints
• Time windows, resource availability (including memory/power), system health
• Manage execution of subroutines and complex command sequences
▪ Handle faults autonomously
• Create framework to easily design contingencies for potential faults/errors
• Automatically handle small delays and inconsequential task failures
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Mission Task Scheduling Example
Capture image, compress, 











Scenario 1: Image Classification
Take picture, classify, lossy compress, and 
routinely downlink if daytime (not too dark)
Take picture of specified location, classify, 
lossless compress, and downlink if low cloud %
Check RAM and storage, pause tasks and kill 








Scenario 2: Distributed Management
Collect science data and classify, compress, 
and routinely downlink/distribute
Handle requests for distributed processing, or 
information requests from the ground
Maneuver to avoid collision, diagnose or reset





Schedule Manager Task Structure
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Schedule Manager Task Field Categories
▪ Status/pid
• Represent task state and return value
▪ Core constraints
• Start_time, end_time, interval, duration, conflict, priority
▪ Arguments
• Flexible string argument for task specification/configuration
▪ Variable constraints
• Fields representing task resource requirements or contingency levels
Schedule Manager Task Execution
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Schedule Manager Execution Flow
▪ Start
▪ Upload
• Represent array of tasks in .csv file
▪ Validate
• Check field values and boundary conditions
▪ Sort
• Sort tasks in order of priority
▪ Manage
• Handle currently running tasks
▪ Execute
• Launch new tasks when ready
Schedule Manager
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Typical task scheduling and execution
Field Name Description
start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Periodic duration warnings if task 
runs longer than expected
Field Name Description
start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Task A Task B
Task B
Task A can still run if Task B runs first







Note: Tasks can 




start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Task A can’t run if Task B runs first









start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Task A can run first if it is higher









start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Task A and task B can run at the same









start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Schedule Manager
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Task A Task A










start_time The earliest time that the task can execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
end_time The deadline for the task to execute in seconds since Jan 1, 1970
interval The delay in seconds to add when rescheduling a completed routine task
duration The expected duration of the task in seconds
conflict The conflict categories the task belongs to, each bit corresponds to a category
priority The priority of the task, higher priority tasks execute first
Schedule Manager Core Constraints
Variable Resource Task Constraints
▪ Memory, storage, power, temperature, etc.
▪ Integration is mission-specific
▪ Simple placeholder solution is to have file for each value (e.g. battery.txt)
▪ Add check logic (such as read battery.txt) in SM check functions
▪ Example implementations:
▪ Stop tasks from running (automatically blocking future tasks) if constraint not met
▪ Run routine task that checks variable constraint and loads contingency schedule
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Low Battery Contingency Schedule:
1) Clear all non-essential or low-priority tasks
2) Maneuver to start charging
3) Perform only mission-critical operations
Low Memory Contingency Schedule:
1) Block new low-priority tasks, run task/process memory analysis
2) Select non-essential or low-priority tasks to pause or kill
3) Resume operations when acceptable memory level reached
CSM Mission Architecture Diagram
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= Custom cFS Apps
= Custom C Library
= NASA cFS Apps







SAL: Space Apps Lite
CI: Command Ingest
TO: Telemetry Output





▪ 42: Spacecraft simulator developed at NASA Goddard
▪ Supports features such as multi-spacecraft and surface contact forces
▪ Realistic movement with thrusters/magnetorquers, or instantaneous
▪ With modifications, can capture images of Earth, stars, moon, etc.
▪ NAV: Interface to simulators such as 42 or AirSim
▪ Sends and receives data to/from simulator through sockets
▪ Current 42 and AirSim (Microsoft drone simulator) integration supports 
multi-spacecraft/UAV movement commands and image capture
▪ AI: Calculate new tasks given goals and vehicle data
▪ Example in 42 is to keep spinning until another satellite is detected
▪ Example in AirSim is to adjust trajectory to follow leader drones
▪ SM: Library of C functions for managing tasks
▪ Defines task structure, interactions, schedule management functions
▪ Periodically checks all task constraints to either launch or clear them
▪ SAL: Library of C functions for image processing
▪ Stream-based malloc-free code for efficient low memory processing
▪ Apps include image classification, manipulation, compression, etc.
▪ CI: Receives individual commands from the ground
▪ TO: Downlinks routine telemetry (e.g. health & status)
▪ CF: Uses CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) for 






42 Spacecraft Detection Demo
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▪ Send thruster command to start spinning spacecraft
▪ Uses CSM function task to send command to 42 CubeSat to start spinning
▪ Start routinely capturing images, and scan images for spacecraft
▪ Image captured every second and processed, deleted if no spacecraft is detected
▪ Uses Space Apps Lite function to search for a specified RGB range with threshold













Coverage report generated after running all functional tests 
listing the number of times each line of code was executed
Constellation Collaborative Tasking
▪ Spacecraft resource availability simulation
▪ Resource availability can be predicted by 
simulating schedule execution over a certain duration
▪ Replace tasks with dummy tasks that do nothing
▪ Run all tasks for their estimated duration
▪ Keep track of specified resource over duration of 
accelerated simulated schedule execution
▪ Synchronized Task Scheduling
▪ Coordinator spacecraft can send task request 
including task parameters and all required resources
▪ Each follower spacecraft can calculate its availability 
windows for that task using the above approach
▪ Coordinator spacecraft receives all availability 




























1. SC1 detects an event on the ground
2. SC1 sends synchronized image capture task 
request to SC2-SC4 (also requires maneuver)
3. SC2-SC4 send availability windows back to SC1
4. SC1 sends confirmed task and time to SC2-SC4
1. In an unexpected scheduling failure, SC2-SC4 will send 
schedule failure back to SC1 which will perform reschedule
5. SC1-SC4 point to specified location and capture 
an image at the same time
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Labeled 42 Main View (top) 
Camera 1 View (bottom)
Notes:
• SC rotation can be seen in 42 to confirm functionality
• Communication uses placeholder point-to-point cFS comm app
• Multiple cFS instances can be run in either containers or
alternatively in VMs for PC-only testing
• Testing can be done with hardware-in-the-loop for more




▪ Goal is demonstrated through SM and CSM
▪ SM enables upload and execution of heavily 
constrained tasks
▪ CSM demonstrates integration of SM with cFS
▪ Simulation and testing performed for validation
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Design solution for schedule management and task execution to enable 
autonomous coordination and synchronization for satellite constellations 
as well as explore validation options through simulation and testing
Goal
Thank You!
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